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ν / EM observations of IC-170922A / TXS 0506+056

IceCube, Fermi, MAGIC+, 2018, Science 361, eaat1378 	
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今回のフェルミ衛星によるガンマ線観測結果

Figure 1: Event display for neutrino event IceCube-170922A. The time at which a DOM ob-
served a signal is reflected in the color of the hit, red for earliest hits and blue for latest. The
total time the event took to cross the detector is ⇠ 4000 ns. The size of a colored sphere is
proportional to the logarithm of the amount of light observed at the DOM, with larger spheres
corresponding to larger signals. The total charge recorded is ⇠ 5800 photoelectrons. The best-
fit track direction is shown as an arrow, consistent with a zenith angle 5.7 deg below the horizon.

relevant time (19).

The alert was found to be in positional coincidence with the known �-ray blazar TXS 0506+056,

located at RA 77.36 deg and Dec +5.69 deg (J2000) (20) and 0.1 deg from the arrival direction70

of the high-energy neutrino. It triggered a number of follow-up observations across the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum. Enhanced activity from this object was reported over a wide frequency

range including the optical, X-ray and �-ray bands (discussed below).

An energy of 22 TeV was deposited in IceCube by the traversing muon. In order to estimate

the parent neutrino energy, the IceCube collaboration performed simulations of the response of75

the detector array, considering that the muon-neutrino might have interacted outside the detector

at an unknown distance. The best-fit power-law energy spectrum for astrophysical high-energy

muon neutrinos was assumed, dN/dE / E

�2.13 (2). These simulations yielded a most probable

4

P(astrophysical) ~56.5%	

Eν~290 TeV	 significance of association ~3σ
possible source of possible astrophysical high-energy neutrino	

<day timescale
variability	

MAGIC	

Fermi-LAT	

Swift	

optical	

Fermi-LAT	 MAGIC	

183 TeV - 4.3 PeV 90% CL	
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ν / EM observations of IC-170922A / TXS 0506+056

assuming Eν
-2	

1/0.5 yr

1/7.5 yr

IceCube, Fermi, MAGIC+, 2018, Science 361, eaat1378 	

intermediate- or low-frequency peaked BL Lac object

Swift
Γ~-2.0 - -3.0	 NuSTAR

Γ~-1.7	

Fermi-LAT
Γ~-2.0	

MAGIC
Γ~-3.5 - -4.0	

z=0.3365+-0.0010
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on original predictions of various models. For GRBs,
although their neutrino production efficiency can still be
consistent with the IceCube signal, stacking analyses by
IceCube have given interesting limits on this possibility
[4,18]. Different GRB classes, such as low-luminosity GRBs
[19,20], are possible as viable explanations of the IceCube
data, and they may give contributions larger than that from
classical long-duration and short-duration GRBs [21,22].
AGN are powered by supermassive black holes, and

∼10% of them are accompanied by relativistic jets. They
are the most prominent extragalactic sources in γ rays. A
significant fraction of the diffuse γ-ray background is
attributed to blazars for which the jets are pointing toward
us. Imaging atmospheric Cerenkov telescopes and the
recent Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope have discovered
many BL Lac objects and flat spectrum radio quasars
(FSRQs) (for a review, see Ref. [23] and references
therein). Moreover, radio galaxies that are misaligned by
large angles to the jet axis and thought to be the parent
population of blazars in the geometrical unification sce-
nario [24] are also an important class of γ-ray sources. The
blazar class has been investigated over many years as a
source of UHECRs and neutrinos [16,25–27].
The spectral energy distribution (SED) of blazar jets is

usually modeled by nonthermal synchrotron and inverse-
Compton radiation from relativistic leptons, although
hadronic emissions may also contribute to the γ-ray spectra
(see, e.g., Ref. [28]). It has been suggested that the SEDs of
blazars evolve with luminosity, as described by the so-
called blazar sequence (e.g., Refs. [29–33]). The blazar
sequence has recently been exploited to systematically
evaluate contributions of BL Lac objects and quasar-hosted
blazars (QHBs) (including steep spectrum radio quasars as
well as FSRQs) to the diffuse γ-ray background [34–36].
Besides the jet component, typical quasars—including
QHBs—show broad optical and UV emission lines that
originate from the broadline regions (BLRs) found near
supermassive black holes. The BLR also plays a role in
scattering radiation emitted by the accretion disk that feeds
matter onto the black hole. In addition, the pc-scale dust
torus surrounding the galactic nucleus is a source of IR
radiation that provides target photons for very high-
energy CRs.
In this work, we study high-energy neutrino production in

the inner jets of radio-loud AGN and examine the effects of
external photon fields on neutrino production in blazars. We
use the blazar sequence to derive the diffuse neutrino
intensity from the inner jets. We show that the cumulative
neutrino background, if from radio-loud AGN, is dominated
by the most luminous QHBs. This implies a cross-correlation
between astrophysical neutrinos with ∼1–100 PeV energies
and bright, luminous FSRQs found by Fermi.
In previous works on the diffuse neutrino intensity

[15,16], only the jet and accretion-disk components were
considered as target photons, but here we show that pγ

interactions with broadline photons and IR dust emission
are important when calculating the cumulative neutrino
background. Our study is useful to see if radio-loud AGN
can explain the IceCube signal or not. We show that the
simple inner jet model has difficulty in explaining the
IceCube data even when the external radiation fields are
taken into account. Even so, interestingly, we find that the
expected neutrino signal in the 0.1–1 EeV range provides
promising targets for future projects suitable for higher-
energy neutrinos, such as the Askaryan Radio Array (ARA)
[37], the Antarctic Ross Ice-Shelf ANtenna Neutrino Array
(ARIANNA) [38], the Antarctic Impulsive Transient
Antenna (ANITA) ultrahigh-energy neutrino detector
[39], and the ExaVolt Antenna mission [40].
Throughout this work, Qx ¼ Q=10x in cgs units.

Quantities in other units are explicitly expressed. We take
Hubble constant H0 ¼ 70 km s−1Mpc−1 and let the dimen-
sionless density paramters for mass and cosmological
constant be given by ΩΛ ¼ 0.7 and Ωm ¼ 0.3, respectively.

II. BLAZAR EMISSION

In general, the observed blazar SED consists of several
spectral components produced in different regions (for
reviews, see, e.g., Refs. [23,28]). We consider four com-
ponents that can be relevant as target photons for pγ
interactions. First, broadband nonthermal synchrotron and
synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) emission originates from
the dissipation region in the jet. Second, there are accretion-
disk photons that enter the jet directly or after being
scattered by electrons in the surrounding gas and dust.
Provided that the jet location is ≳1016 cm and the
Thomson-scattering optical depth is ≳0.01, the direct
accretion-disk component can be neglected [25,41]. The
third component is the broad AGN atomic line radiation;
this emission component is especially relevant for PeV
neutrino production in QHBs. Fourth, there is IR emission
from the dust torus. A schematic diagram is shown in
Fig. 1, and the SEDs of blazars are shown in Fig. 2 as a

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic picture of a blazar, showing
external radiation fields relevant for neutrino production.
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neutrino emission from blazars
- pγ generally favored over pp in AGN jets
- target γ ε’γ>~20mπmpc4/Eνδ-1

                   ~ 0.4 keV (Eν/300 TeV)-1 (δ/20)

- unlike FSRQs, BL Lacs thought to:
  lack bright external γ fields,
  have low internal sync. γ fields
  -> PeV ν production inefficient?

may also be accelerated, and they should interact with both
internal and external radiation fields during the dynamical
time. Internal nonthermal emission produced in the jet is
referred to as the jet component. We consider the jet
component first.
When the spectrum of internal synchrotron photons is

approximated by a power-law, the photomeson production
efficiency is estimated using the rectangular approximation
to the photohadronic cross section to be

fpγðE0
pÞ ≈

tdyn
tpγ

≃ 2κΔσΔ
1þ β

Δε̄Δ
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;
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where σΔ ∼ 5 × 10−28 cm2, κΔ ∼ 0.2, ε̄Δ ∼ 0.34 GeV,
Δε̄Δ ∼ 0.2 GeV, and E0b

p ≈ 0.5Γ2mpc2ε̄Δ=E0
s. For example,

using parameters of BL Lac objects with Ls
rad ∼ 1045 erg=s

and E0
s ∼ 10 eV, we have

fpγðE0
pÞ ∼ 7.8 × 10−4Ls

rad;45Γ−4
1 δt0−15 ðE0

s=10 eVÞ−1

×
# ðE0
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where βl ∼ 1.5 and βh ∼ 2.5 are the low-energy and high-
energy photon indices, respectively. Note that contribu-
tions from various resonances and multipion production
become crucial for hard photon indices of β ≲ 1. The
neutrino energy corresponding to E0b

p is

E0b
ν ≈ 0.05E0b

p ≃ 80 PeV Γ2
1ðE0

s=10 eVÞ−1; ð21Þ

which is typically higher than 1 PeV and the Glashow
resonance energy at 6.3 PeV (for electron antineutrinos),
except for HSP BL Lac objects with E0

s ∼ 1 keV. Noting
that E0

s is lower for more luminous blazars, we conclude
that the jet component typically leads to production of very
high-energy, ≫ 1 PeV, neutrinos.
For fpγ < 1 (which is typically valid for PeV neutrino

production in the blazar zone), the neutrino spectrum is
approximated by

E0
νLE0

ν
≈
3

8
fpγE0

pLE0
p

∝

(
fpγðE0b

pÞðE0
ν=E0b

νÞ1þβh−s ðE0
ν ≦ E0b

νÞ
fpγðE0b

pÞðE0
ν=E0b

νÞ1þβl−s ðE0b
ν < E0

νÞ:
ð22Þ

This expression roughly agrees with numerical results on
the jet component, as clearly seen in Figs. 9 and 10 for
L5GHz ¼ 1041 erg s−1 and L5GHz ¼ 1042 erg s−1. We also
plot, with dotted curves, the differential neutrino luminos-
ities for the jet component based on blazar parameters given
in Table I.

For low-luminosity BL Lac objects, which typically have
high synchrotron peak frequencies [42], only the jet
component is relevant. For intermediate luminosity BL
Lac objects and QHBs, however, external radiation fields
become important for PeV–EeV neutrino production. As
we have seen, even in the blazar zone, the most important
contribution to PeV neutrino emission comes from photo-
hadronic interactions with BLR photons. Using the effec-
tive cross section σeffpγ ≈ κΔσΔðΔε̄Δ=ε̄ΔÞ, the photomeson
production efficiency in the blob is estimated to be

fpγ ≈ n̂BLσeffpγ rb ≃ 2.9 × 10−2fcov;−1Γ2
1δt

0
5; ð23Þ

provided rb < rBLR. Here n̂BL ≃ 1.6 × 109 cm−3fcov;−1 is
the number of broadline photons in the black-hole rest

FIG. 9 (color online). Differential luminosity spectra of neu-
trinos produced in the blazar zone (dotted) and in the BLR and
dust torus (solid). The muon neutrino spectrum is calculated for
s ¼ 2.3 and ξcr ¼ 100, with neutrino mixing taken into account.
From top to bottom, the curves refer to blazar sequence
parameters given in Table I (see also Fig. 2), with the top curve
corresponding to L5GHz ¼ 1047 erg s−1. Only five curves are
shown for the BLR/dust torus because blazars with the lowest
luminosities lack interactions with BLR and dust emission.

FIG. 10 (color online). Same as Fig. 9, except with s ¼ 2.0 and
ξcr ¼ 10.
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Murase+ 14	

- with internal γ only,
  ν detectable only for high Lp
  Cerruti, Zech, Boisson, Emery,
  SI, Lenain, 1807.04335

- questions
1. hadronic emission?
2. role of external Compton?
3. γγ absorption?
4. max proton energy (UHECR)? 

- enhanced pγ efficiency via
  external γ fields in BL Lacs?
  sync. from sheath in structured jets
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jet-sheath (spine-layer) structure
C. Righi et al.: High-energy emitting BL Lacs and high-energy neutrinos.

 Γl

Γs

p

Fig. 1. Sketch of spine-layer geometry. A faster inner core, or spine, is
surrounded by a low-velocity layer. Both regions emit low-energy syn-
chrotron photons. Due to the relative motion, the low-energy emission
of the layer is amplified in the spine frame and dominates the photo-
meson cooling of high-energy protons.

where t0p�(E0p) = [c hn0ph(✏0)�p�(✏0, E0p)K(✏0, E0p)i]�1, �p� being
the cross section, K the inelasticity and n0ph is the target photon
number density.

The total, energy integrated, neutrino luminosity can be ex-
pressed as:

L⌫ = ✏pQ0p �
4
s , (3)

where the total CR injected power is:

Q0p =
Z

Q0p(E0p) dE0p, (4)

and the averaged e�ciency ✏p is:

✏p =
1

Q0p

Z
fp�(E0p) Q0p(E0p) dE0p. (5)

In general, the IC (i.e., high-energy �-ray) luminosity can be for-
mally expressed in exactly the same way:

L� = ✏eQ0e �
4
s , (6)

where now ✏e and Q0e refer to the relativistic electrons. Using
Eqs. (3) and (6) one can write the ratio of the gamma-ray and
neutrino fluxes of a given source as:

F⌫
F�
=

L⌫
L�
=
✏p
✏e

Q0p
Q0e
· (7)

In the spine layer scenario, the soft radiation field in the spine
frame is dominated by the relativistically boosted layer radia-
tion. In these conditions, both e�ciencies, ✏p and ✏e depend on
the same photon field, n0ph,l and thus their ratio, ✏p/✏e ⌘ ⇠ep de-
pend only on the details of the injection and cooling processes.
As a zero-order approximation, one can assume that these prop-
erties are universal for all the (quite similar) HBL jets, namely
that ⇠ep is on average constant (with, of course, some disper-
sion) in the HBL population. Furthermore, we find it reason-
able to assume that the ratio between the power injected into
relativistic electrons and that injected into high-energy protons
is, on average, the same in di↵erent sources, both depending on
the total power carried by the jet, Pjet, that is, Q0p = ⌘pPjet and
Q0e = ⌘ePjet, so that Q0p/Q

0
e = ⌘p/⌘e ⇡ const. With these assump-

tions, we derive that F⌫/F� is, on average, the same in all HBL,
F⌫/F� = ⇠ep⌘p/⌘e ⌘ k⌫�.

Therefore, in our scheme, the bolometric neutrino flux from a
given HBL is directly proportional to its high-energy gamma-ray
flux, F⌫ = k⌫�F�. We remark that this theoretically-inspired as-
sumption is consistent with the results of Padovani et al. (2016),
who found that the positional correlation between neutrinos and
2FHL sources holds at the brightest fluxes.

3. Calculation

The Second Catalog of Hard Fermi-LAT Sources (2FHL; Ack-
ermann et al. 2016a) includes all the sources detected at ener-
gies above 50 GeV by the Large Area Telescope onboard Fermi
over 80 months of data. The high-energy band covered by the
2FHL closely matches the expected maximum of the IC compo-
nent produced by the spine. Hence, based on the discussion of
the previous section, it is natural to consider the 2FHL flux as a
good proxy for F�. Therefore, using the relation derived above
for each source, F⌫i = k⌫� F�i , it is possible to derive the ex-
pected flux of neutrinos.

The constant can be derived under the assumption that the
total neutrino di↵use flux measured by IceCube, F⌫,tot is entirely
due to the contribution of the high-energy-emitting BL Lacs.
Since the neutrino flux for each source is directly proportional
to the corresponding gamma-ray flux, we can write:

F⌫,tot ⌘
X

i

F⌫i =
X

i

k⌫�F� i = k⌫�
X

i

F�i = k⌫�F�,tot, (8)

in which we use the fact that k⌫� is (approximately) the same for
all sources. Here F�,tot is the total high-energy gamma-ray flux
from HBL (see below).

The next step is to convert the neutrino energy flux for each
source, F⌫i, to the neutrino number flux, �i(E⌫), using:

F⌫i =
Z E2

E1

�i(E⌫)E⌫ dE⌫, (9)

where the interval [E1, E2] is the range of neutrino energies. We
assume that each source emits a neutrino spectrum with the same
shape of the overall neutrino spectrum reconstructed through the
IceCube detections, that is, a power law distribution (more on
this later):

�i(E⌫) = �i

✓ E⌫
E?

◆��
, (10)

where E? is the energy of normalization. Therefore, from
Eqs. (9)�(10) we can derive the neutrino number flux normal-
ization �i as:

�i = F⌫i E?��
2 � �

E2��
2 � E2��

1
· (11)

Finally the number of neutrinos N⌫ expected from a given HBL
object of the 2FHL catalogue depends on the rate of high energy
neutrino R⌫ and the exposure time Texp as follows:

N⌫ = R⌫Texp = Texp

Z E2

E1

Ae↵(E⌫)�i(E⌫)dE⌫, (12)

where Ae↵(E⌫) is the e↵ective area of the neutrino detector.
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- jet structure with slower sheath (layer)
   surrounding faster jet (spine)
  -> supported by observations,
       numerical simulations 
- synchrotron photons from sheath seen
  Doppler boosted in jet frame
  -> enhanced target γ for pγ ν production,
      EC emission

Tavecchio+ 14, 15
Righi & Tavecchio 17	

Nagai+ 14	

limb-brightened
structure in
radio galaxies
e.g. 3C84 (NGC 1275)



model description
- emission region: cylindrical with radius R, length dR=R,
                              magnetic field B, Lorentz factor Γj, viewing angle θv
- electron distribution: broken power-law Ee,min, Ee,br, Ee,max, s1,s2
- proton distribution: power-law Ep

-2 with exp. cutoff Epmax	

- leptonic emission: synchrotron, SSC, EC

- photons from sheath with Lorentz factor Γs, broken power-law spectrum 	

p+γLE→N+ π0, π+- photo-meson �
π+-→µ+-+ν→e+-+3ν   π0→2γ 

electron-positron
sync. cascadee+e-+B→e+e-+γ

γ+γLE→e+e-

p+B→p+γ proton synchrotron

µ+-+B→µ+-+γ muon synchrotron
p+γLE→p+ e+e- photo-pair (Bethe-Heitler) �

Mannheim 93
Mücke+ 02,03
Aharonian 00…

follow Tavecchio+ 14, 15

hadronic emission	 follow Böttcher+ 13, Cerruti+ 15	

- hadronic emission: photomeson cascade, BH cascade, muon+proton sync.



jet-sheath model for electroweak emission

- large no. of parameters but reasonably constrained
- SED predominantly leptonic, γ-rays EC (not SSC)
- photopion+BH cascade subdominant
  but non-negligible in X (+VHE)
  -> crucial constraint on proton population
- photopion efficiency fpγ(Ep~6 PeV)~10-4	

  -> τγγ(Eγ~12 GeV)~0.1 -> τγγ(Eγ~100 GeV)~1
      consistent with observed GeV-TeV break

R=dR=1016 cm
B=2.6 G 
Γj=22, Γs=2.2
θv=0.8°(δj=40)
Epmax=1016 eV
Le=1.6x1042 erg/s
Lp=3x1045 erg/s(?)
(LB=1.2x1045 erg/s)

“lower VHE”	

syn	

sheath	

EC	

SSC	

γπ	
BH	 νµ	

0.06/0.5 yr
(0.21-6.3 PeV)

MAGIC 1807.04300	



implications: maximum proton energy

Epmax dependence
- maximum ν yield for E’pmax~1016 eV (comoving)
- E’pmax~1016-1018 eV: higher Eνpk, lower Lp from X-ray limits 
  lower EHE ν rate, but not too low to be ruled out (>~0.01/0.5yr)
  (simultaneously PS ν not too high, ~<0.05/0.5yr)
  -> unclear whether UHECR accelerator or not

“lower VHE”	

MAGIC 1807.04300	



soft photon anisotropy: external Compton

pγ neutrinos vs cascade

OBS.	 COM.	 OBS.	

Dermer 95	

LSSC 
~∝δ4

e+	e-	

ext γ
quasi-
iso	

ext γ
aniso	

e+	e-	 e+	e-	

EC
aniso	

EC more
beamed	

Γb	

syn
iso	

SSC
beamed	

SSC
iso	

e+	e-	

LEC~∝δ6	

e+	e-	
Γb	
e+	e-	

EC robustly more beamed than SSC (or syn.)
for quasi-isotropic external photons

OBS.	 COM.	 OBS.	

Lcas~∝δ4p	p	

ext γ
quasi-
iso	

ext γ
aniso	

p	p	 p	p	

pγext ν
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aniso	

pγext ν likely
more beamed	

Γb	

cas beamed	

cas
iso	

p	p	

Lpγext,ν~∝δ6?	

p	p	
Γb	p	p	

pγext ν likely
more beamed
than cascade

π+(-)	



まとめ
- ~300 TeVのνがLATで明るいBL Lac TXS 0506+056と~3σで同定
- MAGICは1日以下の変動、Γ~-3.5-4.0のsteepなスペクトルを観測
- 現実的に期待されるジェットの多層(jet-sheath)構造を考慮し、
  外層からのsync.光子をpγ targetと考える（+若干楽観的になる）
  ことで電弱観測を整合的に解釈可能
- 多波長放射はleptonic成分 (sync.+external Compton)が卓越
  hadronic成分はsubdominant, X線 (+VHE)が重要な制限
- ~100 GeVのガンマ線breakはγγ吸収、~300 TeVのνのpγ生成と無矛盾
- 陽子の最高エネルギーは原理的に~1018 eV (comoving) まで
  可能だが、現観測からは判断できない（UHECR加速源かどうか？）
- 電弱天文学の幕開け(?)：１イベントのνでも多くの新たな示唆

TXS 0506+056 / IC-170922A電弱観測の解釈

for other possibilities, see Gao’s talk	

課題
- pγ ν生成におけるexternal target photonの異方性の効果
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まとめ
- ~300 TeVのνがLATで明るいBL Lac TXS 0506+056と~3σで同定
- MAGICは1日以下の変動、Γ~-3.5-4.0のsteepなスペクトルを観測
- 現実的に期待されるジェットの多層(jet-sheath)構造を考慮し、
  外層からのsync.光子をpγ targetと考える（+若干楽観的になる）
  ことで電弱観測を整合的に解釈可能
- 多波長放射はleptonic成分 (sync.+external Compton)が卓越
  hadronic成分はsubdominant, X線 (+VHE)が重要な制限
- ~100 GeVのガンマ線breakはγγ吸収、~300 TeVのνのpγ生成と無矛盾
- 陽子の最高エネルギーは原理的に~1018 eV (comoving) まで
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将来への期待：
+宇宙線（大統一観測）
+重力波（万物観測）


